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Executive Summary
The “Research on AI- and Simulation-Based Engineering at Exascale” (RAISE) project as a
Center of Excellence in Artificial Intelligence at Exascale aims to accelerate the knowledge
transfer to academia, industry, and among the partners. It will support communities having less
developed expertise. Education and training are important components to reach these aims
and to foster the development of Europe’s competitiveness on the global market.
Task 6.1 “Training and education as services” of Work Package 6 “Outreach and Service” of
RAISE aims to develop an education and training platform, where existing courses and training
material related to Artificial Intelligence, High-Performance Computing, and domain-specific
and interdisciplinary topics will be collected. This platform will serve the existing and potential
user communities to close the knowledge gap in application and development of relevant tools.
An accessible and extendible online Educational services platform containing forthcoming
events (webinars, workshops etc.), as well as learning resources (e-learning, Massive Open
Online Courses, podcasts etc.), is developed. The Educational services platform creation
process as well as the design and development of the platform are presented. This is
complemented by a presentation of the platform’s elements and functionality.
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1 Introduction
The European network of the Center of Excellence in Exascale Computing “Research on AIand Simulation-Based Engineering at Exascale” (CoE RAISE) will develop and provide best
practices, support, and education for industry, Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs),
academia, and High-Performance Computing (HPC) centers, attracting new user
communities. One of the essential elements to reach these goals is the development of efficient
training and educational services in Task 6.1 of CoE RAISE. This task starts with the
development of an Educational services platform and this Deliverable is describing its
implementation.
For a successful operation of the Educational services platform, it is planned to collect and
regularly update the course portfolio in accordance to RAISE’s developments and industrial
and/or academic needs.
Avaliable courses regarding Artificial Intelligence (AI), HPC, domain-specific, and
interdisciplinary topics offered by the contributors of this task will be collected. Discrepancies
in expertise between RAISE and industry/SMEs will be identified. Based on the user needs
and to close the knowledge gap, courses as a mean to transfer knowledge to the scientific and
industrial communities of RAISE’s network will be offered.
Based on the community requirements and the developments in the project, these courses are
advanced to be tailored for the communities’ special needs. This also includes the
development of special workshops for the communities. The courses, trainings, and workshops
will be offered via webinars and e-learning courses, as well as on-site at the contributor’s
locations, if conditions allow it.
Within the project, the educational services will be offered for free to create awareness and to
enhance the knowledge transfer to economy. Beyond the project horizon, it is planned to
continue this service for a fee as part of a business to contribute to RAISE’s financial
independence.
It should be noted that the Educational services platform is currently integrated into CoE
RAISE’s website1 and tests are ongoing. The content of the platform is subject to continuous
changes and developments as new education and training events are taking place and new
educational resources are being developed. This document represents the initial version of the
platform that will be updated continuously.
In the following, the development of the content and structure of the Educational services
platform is described in Sec. 2. Subsequently, the corresponding design and development
processes are presented in Sec. 3. Section 4 describes the platform’s elements and
functionalities, before some conclusions are drawn and an outlook is given in Sec. 5.

1

CoE RAISE’s website https://www.coe-raise.eu/
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2 Educational services platform: content and structure
With the development of internet technologies, online education is becoming more and more
popular and different educational services platforms are widely used. Online learning platforms
or Learning Management Systems (LMS) are used by educational institutions offering degree
programs. Such LMS can also be used for individual learners as open educational offer.
Professional organizations, industry, and some projects are offering courses through special
training portals. It is the aim of Task 6.1 of CoE RAISE to look for the best option to create an
open and extendible online Educational services platform for potential users of RAISE’s project
results and expertise gained in the project. CoE RAISE is planning to offer diverse education
and training events and resources including webinars, e-learning, Massive Open Online
Course (MOOCs), etc.
To start the development of the Educational services platform, solutions used in existing
education and training portals are first reviewed in Sec. 2.1. There exists a large diversity of
eduation and training offers ranging from traditional face-to-face events and webinars to elearning courses and MOOCs. Learning from existing platforms, the most suitable options for
the course description format that fits in most cases and for finding the courses using filters will
be chosen in Sec. 2.2. and Sec. 2.3.

2.1

Review of existing educational and training portals

There are several education and training web portals belonging to organizations, enterprises,
or projects that offer courses. A common component of these portals is a portfolio of
educational and training resources that comes with a search option. Another typical component
is a list of forthcoming training events. The implementation of these two components vary
among different portals. It was decided that RAISE’s Educational services platform in its first
version will also feature these two components – a course portfolio with a search function and
a list of forthcoming educational and training events. To decide for a version to implement, first,
a review of some existing portals is performed.
PRACE training portal
The project training portal of the Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE)2
contains several components, see Figure 1:
•
•
•
•
•

Upcoming training events;
Materials;
PRACE Tutorials;
PRACE Code Vault;
PRACE MOOCs.

Upcoming training events (courses) are listed with their date and start time, as well as format,
for example, online. For each event, there is also a link to a full event description available.
Materials, Tutorials, Code Vault, and MOOCs could be interpreted as collections of training
resources in diverse formats.

2

PRACE training portal https://training.prace-ri.eu/
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Figure 1: PRACE project training portal.

There also exists an upgraded PRACE training portal3 with links to 14 PRACE training centers,
summer schools, and some additional features. The presentation of upcoming training events
and repositories of training resources are, however, about the same.
From the PRACE portal, clicking on “PRACE MOOCs” the user is directed to the FutureLearn
portal4, where five MOOCs developed by PRACE partners are located. The FutureLearn portal
contains e-learning courses, MOOCs, and degree programs. Diverse course search options
are available. One option is to search by keyword. Courses can also be found by subject area.
Under the section “Courses”, even more options are offered:
•
•
•
•

Short online courses;
ExpertTracks;
Microcredentials and programs;
Online degree courses.

All these options are good for the portal devoted, especially for distance learning courses. As
a service part of CoE RAISE’s website, they seem to be too complicated.
EuroCC training events and courses
The EuroCC project has also created a repository of training events and courses, see Figure
2. It is available through EuroCC’s Access portal5.

Updated PRACE training portal https://prace-ri.eu/training-support/training/
FutureLearn portal https://www.futurelearn.com/partners/prace
5
EuroCC Access portal https://www.eurocc-access.eu/training/
3
4
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Figure 2: EuroCC Access course filter.

On this portal, courses and training events can be searched using eight different criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiative (PRACE, CASTIEL/EuroCC, FocusCoE and CoEs);
Level;
Audience;
Scientific domain;
Technical domain;
Format;
Language;
Country.

Analyzing the available search options, there exist some drawbacks that must be taken into
account when developing RAISE’s Educational services platform. In EuroCC Access, for all
criteria the user may select “Any”, thus omitting this criteria in the search. In the category
“Scientific domain”, besides “Any”, there are also the options “All domains/Not applicable” and
“Other” available, which have the same meaning. The same confusing filter option is
implemented in the European HPC portal6.
At the same time, there is no option to choose two or three items from one group, for example,
to seach under “Technical domain” for “HPC” and “Parallel programming”. There is also
another confusing option “Sorting by” in EuroCC Access. There is just one choice “Service
start” available, which misses other choices such as “Service ended” or “Service running”.
The conclusion or takeway from this review is that a search system must be created carefully
to provide relevant search options that are needed, useful, and that avoid confusions.

2.2

Course description structure

From the review of existing portals, main items for the course description were identified. As a
result, each course uploaded to the database should containing the following information:
•
•
•
6

course title;
short description;
learning outcomes (knowledge and skills obtained by trainee in the course);

European HPC portal https://hpc-portal.eu/
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•

prerequisites and tools (what previous education is needed and equipment or software
tools);
start and end dates;
registration;
price;
certificate;
provider;
link.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Items such as prerequisites and tools, start and and dates, registration, price, and certificate
are optional.
To enable an efficient course and training resource search, additional information to course
description for the Topic, Level, Field, Format, and Language should be added.
For the list of Topics, the following 10 most important areas from the field of AI were identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Artificial Intelligence – general;
Machine Learning;
Deep Learning;
Reinforcement Learning;
Neural Networks;
Robotics;
Computer Vision;
Natural Language Processing;
Recommender Systems;
Algorithmic Game Theory;
Computational Mechanism Design.

For the course Level, there are four gradations: Potential users, Beginners, Intermediate, and
Advanced.
As options for the science and application Field, eight areas were chosen:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fundamental Science;
Engineering and Mathematics;
IT and Computer science;
Industry applications;
Nature and Environment;
Healthcare and Medicine;
Education;
Business and Management.

The course and educational resource Formats may be very diverse, i.e., there exist many
combinations. At first, four level non-overlapping options are selected: face-to-face, distance
learning, online teaching/training, and self-learning.
The face-to-face format is traditionally used in education and training. A lecture or
presentation in front of a large audience is used to provide information and to motivate for
further development. Attendees gain some knowledge and start understanding. To gain an
even deeper understanding and practical skills, some discussion in smaller groups and handson practice must be added to the lecture. This leads to the provision of workshops, tutorials,
CoE RAISE - 951733
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or seminars, which are organized by tutors for a smaller group of 15 to 25 people. Pure handson training or laboratory practice for even smaller groups may also support transferring
knowledge.
Several related topics and education formats may be joined to form a course. In higher
education, courses are usually planned for one semester. Besides lectures and workshops,
courses usually also provide additional course materials (lecture notes, books, problems to
solve etc.). Considering the complete learning time assigned to a course, 50% or more are
assigned to a student performing homework and studying the course materials.
Combining many related courses, a degree program can be created lasting several years and
ending with a graduation work/examination. Examinations and tests are important elements to
ensure the quality of the education process and to control the achievement of defined learning
outcomes by trainees.
Nowadays, communication, innovation, and teamwork skills become more and more
important. There exist special events organized as projects / teamworks / hackathons to
develop these skills.
Distance learning or distance education, also called open flexible learning, is an alternative
to face-to-face formats. Here, special methodologies and study materials are developed to
enhance asynchronous independent learning with more than 80-90% of time spent with some
tutor support available. Every student has the ability to choose his/her most appropriate
learning time, place, or pace. Just less than 10-20% of the time are used for special group
events face-to-face or online, which are needed to acquire some specials skills not possible to
learn at distance. Distance learning is efficient for a large number of learners, because the
development of course materials may take a lot of time and effort.
Online learning or e-learning refers to distance education that takes place over the Internet. It
is a bit confusing that the term “online learning” sometimes is also used in AI with a meaning
of “online machine learning”.
Distance education is developing as new technologies become available. MOOCs are very
popular at the moment and enable teaching several thousands of students.
Combining face-to-face and distance learning formats leads to blended learning.
Online or remote teaching/training is now widely used to replace traditional face-to-face
formats due to the COVID-19 pandemic. There exist remote synchronous online lectures and
training events using appropriate technologies. Traditional face-to-face education
methodologies must be adapted, however, without any need to develop expensive distance
learning course materials. Such an approach is only appropriate for smaller groups. Training
events may be recorded and reused as self-learning material.
The self-learning format is one more option. A large variety of Open Educational Resources
(OER) is nowadays available in digital format, as video recording of training event and tutorials,
podcasts, e-books, course materials etc. Mostly, it comes without any tutor support and is
intended just for self-learning.

2.3

Course filtering options

The number of education and training courses and other resources is continuously growing.
As a consequence, it is not an easy task to find the most appropriate for the needs of a
particular user. In the RAISE project, Task 6.1 collects courses in a portfolio, which is
CoE RAISE - 951733
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continuously updated. This enables potential users to find relevant courses or other training
resources by using filtering options.
Searching courses using filters is directly linked to the criteria used in the course description Topic, Level, Field, Format, and Language. Based on the analysis of existing portals having
filtering options, the following criteria for course searches on the RAISE’s Educational services
platform were developed:
•
•

•

Choose an appropriate, but limited number of main criteria (Topic, Level, Field, Format,
and Language);
Avoid overlapping criteria as much as possible. Therefore, a Format is introduced in a
two-stage procedure. At first, the user must choose from one of four main Formats and
subsequently from sub-formats (see also Sec. 2.2 and Table 1 in Annex 1A.1);
Allow searching for two or three options in some criteria.

This approach has been implemented and tested. A final conclusion on the efficiency of this
approach can be made when the number of courses stored in the platform has grown to a
number sufficient for evaluation.
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3 Education service platform: design and development
This section is devoted to the description of technical issues related to the platform design and
development. The Educational services platform takes into account state-of-the-art
experiences on secure web applications and emerging technologies.
For the CoE RAISE Educational services platform development, mockup, and operation, a
lambda functions-based solution design, which became increasingly popular in recent years,
is used. The general principles of the platform’s functional design is based on a message
exchange between objects that communicate. On a vertical scale, the communication between
human and an application is organized via an interface available on mobile or desktop
computers. Therefore, the User Experience (UX)-related design of a platform follows modern
trends, as well as parental - CoE-RAISE platform principles.

3.1

Architecture patterns

Among various solution architecture patterns, the classical 3-tier pattern was chosen, which is
identified by a web tier, business tier, and data tier. Usually, a user interacts with the web
interface. Developers also use the web interface for development, version control, building,
deployment, and operational control. The web interface represents the first tier in the humanmachine communication with the data on the backend. Nowadays, such an interface is the defacto standard allowing worldwide access to the computing services from any point on the
globe where the Internet is available. Here, the services designate the 2nd tier of the system
architecture. Services, as a rule, provide access to the data layer - the 3rd tier in the threelayer architecture. Data is frequently stored in databases developed by numerous vendors and
based on various architectures. Data storage, database, or data services are usually situated
is the last layer of the 3-tier architecture.
In modern cloud architectures that are available for development, deployment, and operation
(Amazon WEB Services - AWS7, Google Cloud8, Microsoft Azure9, etc.), system developers
are primarily faced with various services rather than with self-deployment and the maintenance
of the database. Databases as a Service (DaaS), hosted by cloud computing providers, are
extremely useful for agile development in a small development team because of the significant
reduction of boiler code and applied effort for infrastructure deployment. For this purpose, big
cloud computing vendors also provide another kind of service - Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS).

3.2

Development environment

As one of IaaS instantiations, the Amplify from AWS10 should be mentioned. Amplify is a
framework to develop and deploy cloud-powered mobile and web apps. Amplify on AWS allows
to develop, test, and operate end-to-end solutions for mobile and front-end web developers.
Amplify has a set of extremely useful features right out of the box. In RAISE, the following
features are used:
•

Authentication that enables sign-in, sign-up, and sign-out with pre-built User Interface
(Ul) components and authentication Application Programming Interfaces (APIs);

AWS https://aws.amazon.com
Google Cloud https://cloud.google.com
9
Microsoft Azure https://azure.microsoft.com/
10
Amplify AWS https://aws.amazon.com/amplify
7
8
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•

DataStore that seamlessly synchronizes and persists online & offline data to the cloud
as well as across devices;
Representational State Transfer (REST) API, as a straightforward and secure solution
for making Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests using REST APIs;
Graphical Query Language (GraphQL) API11, as an easy, modern, and secure solution
to access backend data with support for real-time updates using GraphQL.

•
•

Overall, the training platform design is based on JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) messaging
and REST services. All the communication based on web APIs use web-based HTTP protocols
such as CREATE, READ, UPDATE, DELETE (the CRUD model). Also, all the communications
utilize secure HTTPS connections.

3.3

Design and development tools

The design of the Educational services platform is founded on Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and JavaScript.
Frontend solutions
Frontend solutions involve Bootstrap12, the world’s most popular front-end open-source toolkit,
extensive prebuilt components, featuring Sass variables13 and mixins14, as well as a
responsive grid system and powerful JavaScript plugins.
The platform backend is developed with Node.js15 - a JavaScript runtime built on Chrome's V8
JavaScript engine. To intensify the UI design and overall development process, the Angular
framework16 is furthermore used, achieving the maximum operational speed possible on the
web platform today.
Backend services
On RAISE’s Educational services platform, most of the services that are developed to operate
with data and that implement business logic (e.g., filtering, searching, etc.), are built using the
Angular framework along with complementary tools. On a small scale, the main functionality
of the services is achieved using lambda functions. Lambda functions are used for the
development of (1) a novel filtering logic, and (2) for implementation of Elastic search services,
and (3) for services using abstractions of GraphQL and helping quickly to create backends for
the platform web applications.

3.4

Data storage service

For the Educational services platform mockup, Amazon DynamoDB17, which is a serverless
solution with no provision nor management, and no software to install, maintain or operate, is
employed. Amazon DynamoDB is a key-value and document database. It is a fully managed,
multi-region, multi-master, database with built-in security, backup options, and in-memory
caching for Internet-scale applications.
GraphQL API https://graphql.org
Bootstrap https://getbootstrap.com
13
Saas variables https://sass-lang.com/documentation/variables
14
Saas mixins https://sass-lang.com/documentation/at-rules/mixin
15
Node.js https://nodejs.org/en/
16
Angular framework https://angular.io
17
Amazon DynamoDB https://aws.amazon.com/de/dynamodb/
11

12
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DynamoDB supports both key-value and document data models. This enables DynamoDB to
have a flexible schema, i.e., each row can have any number of columns at any point in time.
This option allows to adapt the tables as RAISE’s business requirements change, without
having to redefine the table schema as it is required in relational databases. However, during
the project development stage, the key-value data model has been changed to the Relational
Data model (in Relational Database Management System - RDBMS). Such an approach
provides some benefits specific to the DynamoDB storage:
•

•

3.5

Using an RDBMS, a normalized data model can be created without thinking about
access patterns. It can be extended later when new questions and query requirements
arise.
In contrast to ordinary RDBMS, in Amazon DynamoDB, the schema should not be
designed before the data-flow-related questions that need to be answered are known.
Understanding the business problems and the application use cases is essential.

Data tables

In the RAISE project, the developers started designing a data model for the central platform
table - the "Course" table. The main database table Course holds records about “Courses” or
“Future Events”, as well as foreign keys to other related tables. In alignment with the definitions
given earlier, five more tables are required. The extra tables are (1) Languages, (2) Topics, (3)
Fields, (4) Formats, and (5) Levels. The DynamoDB tables are found to scale efficiently.
A simplified view of how database tables and non-constrained relations among entities are
organized in the project database is given in Annex 1A.2, Figure 11. Detailed information can
be gathered from the project repository and by analyzing DynamoDB tables on the project
platform AWS services.

3.6

Lambda services

In the project, a lambda functions-based solution design is also in use. Lambdas are a great
solution for the REST API. They are pure functions that integrate nicely with other AWS
services. Currently, there are some lambda functions generated by Amplify like an umbrella
service for managing a set of AWS tools for rapid web app generation. Lambdas are also used
to control the authentication flow.
The custom lambda function is used a service for forwarding the "Contact us" payload. The
form payload from the educational services website in the API gateway endpoint is transferred
via a POST method to the joint services platform moderators email address. In this case, the
lambda triggers AWS Simple Email Service (SES).
To identify the data access patterns, several steps to create the requirements have been taken.
The requirements determine data and communication operations, calculations, as well as the
business logic that the Educational services platform needs to support:
•
•
•

For newly created applications and lambda services, possible (not experienced yet)
user stories about activities on the platform and reachable objectives are reviewed;
The various use cases in the platform operation identifying and analyzing the access
patterns that users require are documented;
The system architecture is ready to implement extra custom functionality based on
lambda services. And namely, such as analyzing query logs, performing system load
analyses, and determining what access and system usage patterns observed in the

CoE RAISE - 951733
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system. However, this functionality is related to the system security policy and is under
consideration for further discussion in the project council.

The result of the review represents the range of query patterns complexity that are found in a
mockup and later in the production environment. Detailed information on how the lambda
services implemented can be obtained directly from the project repository hosted on Bitbucket
cloud service18. The access to the repository is available on demand.

3.7

Data access models

The common approach to DynamoDB schema design to identify application layer entities and
use denormalization and composite key aggregation to reduce query complexity is described
in the following. The developers experiment with composite sort keys, overloaded global
secondary indices, partitioned tables/indices, and other design patterns. These elements are
used to structure the data in the tables such that an application can retrieve whatever it needs
for a given access pattern using a single query on a table or table index.
To access the data from many tables in a single query, the GraphQL Schema Definition
Language (SDL) is used. GraphQL handles the conversion of the SDL definition into a set of
fully descriptive AWS CloudFormation19 templates that implement a training platform data
model. Overall, as few tables as possible are maintained in the training services application
utilizing DynamoDB as a service.
Detailed information of data entities, along with GraphQL data types, queries, mutation, and
data schema, can be obtained directly from the project repository on Bitbucket cloud service18.

3.8

Users and roles

To access the Educational services platform, the architecture implies three roles, see Figure
3.

Figure 3: Users and roles.

User accessing the platform can play either of three roles:
•

18
19

Anonymous user: This user has access to two general services:
o The menu item "Course" can be selected from the main platform menu.
o The "Contact" menu item can be accessed. Such an option gives the user the
opportunity to send a message to the platform team.

Bitbucket project repository https://bitbucket.org/coe-raise
AWS CloudFormation https://aws.amazon.com/de/cloudformation/
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•

Author: A user with an extended set of rights. The author can be considered a platform
contributor. The author is capable of creating a new course/event and edit recently
created own courses after signing in to the platform via the profile menu item;
Moderator: Along with author rights, a moderator has options to edit or even
permanently remove any course/event from the course list.

•

3.9

Platform architecture in action

The following Figure 4 gives an insight into the architectural elements of the Educational
services platform and how they interact.

Figure 4: The system structure.

Human actors, their web-ready devices, and the Internet as an environment allowing actors to
communicate with the Educational services platform can be identified. On the platform, various
services ready for interaction with user requests or other services or systems are started in a
run time mode.
As mentioned above, the user can belong to either role distinguished after authentication on
the platform. However, initially, the problem statement for the user is quite simple - access the
Educational services platform by entering the platform Uniform Resource Locator (URL). For
the platform mockup the following URL is used: https://raise.learning.lv.
At this point, a user is ready to interact with the Educational services platform mockup deployed
and running on the AWS. The entry point to the platform is served by Amazon CloudFront20 a secure and programmable Content Delivery Network (CDN). CloudFront is a service that
securely delivers data, applications, and APIs to customers (users) globally, all within a
developer-friendly environment.
Here, the developer user becomes relevant, see Figure 4. For rapid and concise development,
AWS offers the Amplify service, which is available to the developer via the computer Command
Line Interface (CLI). The Amplify CLI is a unified toolchain to create, integrate, and manage

20

Amazon CloudFront https://aws.amazon.com/de/cloudfront/
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the AWS cloud services for the whole project. It supports multiple environments, e.g.,
development, quality assurance, and production.
One of the key capabilities of the AWS Amplify toolchain that is used in RAISE is its data
modeling capability with GraphQL. Furthermore, the AWS Amplify CLI uses the AWS
CloudFormation and nested stacks. This allows a developer to add or modify configurations
locally before pushing them for execution in the respective account. Such a method is called
"Infrastructure as Code".
Therefore, the Educational services platform is operating as the infrastructure defined as a
code on the AWS platform.
The next service following after CloudFront is the Amazon Route 5321, which is a cloud Domain
Name System (DNS) web service providing the way to route end users to Internet applications
by translating names like raise.learning.lv into its numeric IP addresses. This way, Amazon
Route 53 connects user requests to the project platform infrastructure running on AWS.
The next service is Amazon API Gateway22 - a fully managed service that makes it easy to
create, publish, maintain, monitor, and secure APIs to access platform business logic,
functionality, and data. Using API Gateway, RESTful APIs, Cross-Origin Resource Sharing
(CORS) support, authorization and access control are created.
The Access Control Service is a set or block of services. Five services are identified as they
play an important role in the Educational services platform functionality:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amazon Cognito Service23 enables to add user sign-up, sign-in, and access control
functionalities to web and mobile apps;
Customer Support for messaging to and from authors within the platform;
Account Control E-Mail Service interacts with users in the case of an emergency like
lost passwords, messaging, etc.;
Customer Support E-Mail Service is for communication with users keen to leave
messages on the contact desk;
Customer Enablement Service controls the users' access to the platform data and
services according to the access regulations;
Control List.

The group of human users, separated by roles and depicted in the Access Control Service
block (see Figure 4), also operate according to some basic principles described in other
sections of the current document. Therefore, only the functionality of the platform is provided.
In previous subsections of the current section, the concept of lambda services and why they
are used in the context of this project is already described. The Filter Service, cf. Figure 4, is
fully developed utilizing lambda services written in Node.js.
The Elastic search service, see Figure 4, is another service enabling searching in the data
tables by a string search pattern.
Finally, the Database service block, visible in the Educational services platform architecture
diagram, operates on DynamoDB. At present, six data tables connected with foreign keys are
utilized with no constraints. Such a Data Relational Model (DRM) is quite effective in the case
of rapid design. For more sustainable solutions and more resilient and scalable services, it is
Amazon Route 53 https://aws.amazon.com/de/route53/
Amazon API Gateway https://aws.amazon.com/de/api-gateway/
23
Amazon Cognito https://aws.amazon.com/de/cognito/
21
22
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intended to migrate to the Structured Query Language (SQL) database and continue
experimentation with the backend, based on REST services.
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4 RAISE’s Educational services platform
The Educational services platform of RAISE is added to the project website on the subpage
Services -> Training platform24. The platform consists of four parts: About, Courses, Contact,
and Sign in. The developers’ attempt was to make the Educational services platform easy to
use for those who will search for education and training opportunities in the AI field, as well as
for those who are uploading information on training events and educational resources.
In this section, the main components of the Educational services platform and the procedures
on how to upload information on courses and training events are described.

4.1

About the RAISE Educational services platform

This component with the title About is the welcome part of the platform and it opens first. It
contains just a text and besides some welcome notes, the users are provided with information
on what they can find here, how to search the courses, and what information they can expect.
Furthermore, the terminology used for describing education and training formats including
some explanations is given. The content of this platform component has already been
presented in Sec. 2.2. Frequently, terms with diverse meaning are used leading to confusions.
One of these terms is Course, which is dealt with in the next section.

4.2

Courses

For this component of the Educational services platform, the common term Courses in its
general meaning is used. Here, users can find different upcoming educational and training
events, courses and degree programs in different formats, as well as diverse educational
resources for self-learning.

Figure 5: Upcoming educational events and course filter.

Figure 5 presents a screenshot of the Courses section of the platform. On the right side the
course filter with its filtering options, as described on the About page and also in Sec. 2.2, is
displayed. Upcoming training courses and other events are displayed. In case the course filter
is activated, a list of courses matching the selected criteria is shown.

24

CoE RAISE Training platform subpage https://www.coe-raise.eu/services
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Contact

In this component, see Figure 6, guests can send an e-mail message to the training team with
request for additional information or for reporting any deficiencies observed. The message
from the Contact form provides the team with information related to past or furthering education
and training events, new resources, as well as visitors’ opinions.

Figure 6: Contact form to reach the training team.

4.4

Sign-in

The Sign-in page is shown in Figure 7. It is for the registered users who are treated as a part
of the training team.

Figure 7: Sign-in page for users.

Registered users can upload information on new education and training events and courses in
the system. They can modify information related to respective particular courses or events.
Team members must be members of RAISE and only approved persons are sent invitations
to join. In the registration process, users must provide their profile information, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Profile information.

4.5

Information upload to the Education services platform

In order to add a new course or training event, the user should navigate to CoE RAISE’s
website, select Services from the menu bar and click Training platform. The user is then
redirected to https://raise.learning.lv/about, where he or she can sign in via the main menu bar
before being able to add a new course.
At this point, the sign-in is available only for CoE RAISE project partners. In order to sign in,
an e-mail address and password is needed, see Sec. 4.4.
After signing in, the user is redirected to the section Profile, see Figure 8, where information
about the user’s title, name, surname, and institution can be added. This information can, e.g.,
be useful when asking further questions regarding courses entered on the Educational
services platform. On the right side of the Profile page, there are two buttons – one is for adding
a new course, the second is for signing out.
If the Add new course button is pressed, the user is directed to a page where all available
course, training event, etc. information can be added. Figure 9 displays this page.
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Figure 9: New course application page.

All mandatory fields are marked with ‘required’ in brackets, and in red. All fields have a question
mark next to the headings to explain what information is needed in each field. In the following,
a list of descriptions for all fields is given:
•
•

Course title is a mandatory field. It is used for specifying the title of the training activity,
course, event, podcast, video, etc.;
Short description is a mandatory field. It is used for specifying a short summary /
abstract of the event or training material. For a short description, there exists the
possibility to change typographical emphasis, add bullet points, add links, etc.;
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•

Registration availability options: Open, Closed, Not known. ‘Not known’ is the default
option. It is advised to choose ‘Not known’ if there is no information about registration,
registration is not available, or not needed;
Learning outcomes - used to specify the learning gain for the participant if one is
participating in the training event or studying the training materials;
Course dates has three options to choose from – Not applicable, Date, and Date and
time. ‘Not applicable’ is the default option. If there is a date provided for the course,
‘Date’ should be chosen. In this case, a calendar with start and end date options will
appear by clicking into the blank field. Selecting ‘Date and time’, a drop-down menu to
add the course start and end time will appear in addition to a calendar with dates;
Fee has three options to choose from – Yes, No, and Not known. The 'Yes' option
should be chosen if the participant needs to pay for this training event, 'No' if the
training/material is free of charge. 'Not known' should be selected if there is no
information on fees available;
Prerequisites – for specifying knowledge, courses, or topics that should be known
before taking part in this particular training activity. There exists the possibility to
change typographical emphasis, add bullet points, add links etc.;
Duration – for specifying course duration in hours;
Provider – for specifying the name of the training provider – preferably institutions (for
example, name of the university), or projects that offer the training. For video materials,
e.g., YouTube videos, and podcasts, author/s should be provided. This is a mandatory
field;
Link – for adding the URL for the training activity, link to the registration, or both. This
is a mandatory field;
Certificate has three options to choose from – ‘Yes’, if a certificate is given after
completing the course, ‘No’, if a certificate is not provided for the training activity, and
‘No information’ if there is no information available about a certificate mentioned in the
description of the training activity.

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Figure 10: Choices for course categories.

There exist five fields, see Figure 10, with given options for Topics, Formats, Level, Fields, and
Language.
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The last thing that can be added before submitting a course, is Comments and suggestions.
These are sent to the platform moderators for possible improvements and errors, if any are
noticed.
At the end of the page, there are two buttons – Save and Cancel. To submit a course, ‘Save’
must be chosen. If ‘Cancel’ is chosen, all provided information is deleted and cannot be
restored.
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5 Conclusions and outlook
The Educational service platform is currently developed and incorporated into the CoE RAISE
website for extended testing. A modified system for searching courses based on an analysis
of approaches used in other portals was developed and implemented for the platform.
More detailed information on how the Educational services platform operates can be found
and extracted directly from the private access project code repository hosted on Bitbucket
(https://bitbucket.org/coe-raise). Access to the repository is available on demand. In the
repository, the reader will find the platform infrastructure code and guidelines for building and
deploying it in the AWS cloud. Detailed information on data entities, along with GraphQL data
types, queries, mutation, and data schema, can be obtained directly from the repository. Upon
request to the Educational services platform team, access to all the data from the DynamoDB
can be provided, which will allow to migrate the existing data to another AWS account or
another data storage.
As the next step, different courses and training events in AI, HPC, and Exascale computing
will be searched. Appropriate ones will be added to the platform database to expand the course
portfolio.
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Annex A
A.1 Course filter criteria
In the Educational services platform, criteria are developed for the search of courses. These
criteria are described in Sec. 2.2 and presented in the subsequent Table 1. These criteria are
also used to classify courses in appropriate groups when information is uploaded.
First level choice
Topic:

Artificial
Intelligence general
Machine Learning
Deep Learning
Reinforcement
Learning
Neural Networks
Robotics
Computer Vision
Natural Language
Processing
Recommender
Systems
Algorithmic Game
Theory
Computational
Mechanism Design
Other

Level:

Potential users
Beginners
Intermediate
Advanced

Field:

Fundamental
Science
Engineering and
Mathematics
IT and Computer
science
Industry
applications
Nature and
Environment
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Comment

For the potential users,
there could be organized
attractive lectures and
introductory courses with
no demand of any
previous knowledge in the
field. For higher levels,
some prerequisites are
demanded.
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Healthcare and
Medicine
Education
Business and
Management
Other

Format:

Face-to-Face

Lecture
Lecture with hands-on
(practice)
Workshop/Tutorial
Hands-on
Project/Teamwork/Hackathon
Summer School

Traditional training format

Degree programme
Online
teaching/training

Lecture
Lecture with hands-on
(practice)
Workshop/Tutorial
Hands-on

Remote synchronous
online lectures and
training events using
appropriate technologies

Distance learning

e-learning course
MOOC
Degree programme

Traditional distance
education technology and
methodology with mainly
asynchronous learning
with tutor support

Self-learning

Video recording of training
event
Tutorials
Podcasts
Course material
Open Educational Resource

Self-learning without tutor
support

Language: English
German
Spanish
Dutch
French
Icelandic
Italian
Latvian
Table 1: Course filter criteria.
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A.2 Database tables

Figure 11: Simplified view on database entities and their relations.
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
AI
API
AWS
CDN
CLI
CoE RAISE
CORS
DRM
CRUD
CSS
DaaS
DNS
DRM
FZJ
GraphQL
HPC
HPDA
HTML
HTTP
HTTPS
IaaS
IP
JSON
LMS
MOOC
OER
PRACE
PMT
RAISE
RDBMS
REST
RTU
SDL
SME
SES
SQL
UI
URL
UX
WEB

Artificial intelligence
Application Programming Interface
Amazon Web Services
Content Delivery Network
Command Line Interface
European Center of Excellence in Exascale Computing “Research on AI- and
Simulation-Based Engineering at Exascale”
Cross-Origin Resource Sharing
Data Relational Model
CRUD Methods used in REST: CREATE, READ, UPDATE, DELETE
Cascading Style Sheets
Database as a Service
Domain Name System
Data Relational Model
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH
Graphical Query Language
High-performance computing
High-performance data analytics
HyperText Markup Language
HyperText Transfer Protocol
Secure HyperText Transfer Protocol
Infrastructure as a Service
Internet Protocol
JavaScript Object Notation
Learning Management System
Massive Open Online Course
Open Educational Resource
Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe
Project management team
see CoE RAISE
Relational Database Management System
Representational State Transfer
Riga Technical University
Schema Definition Language
Small- and Medium-sized Enterprise
Simple Email Service
Structured Query Language
User Interface
Uniform Resource Locator
User Experience
World Wide Web
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